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Are you a seasoned Building Manager ready to take your career to the next level with one

of Australia's leading names in community living? PICA Group is a unique network of

industry specialist businesses who deal in strata and facilities management, property

development, debt recovery and legal services. We enhance Australia's community living by

caring for one of our customer's most valuable assets, their investment, and their home.BFMS

are a Facilities Management subsidiary of PICA Group. We manage a broad portfolio of

residential, commercial, retail and mixed-use buildings. To learn more about our exciting

brand, visit our company site: We're looking for a Building Manager to manage a portfolio of

buildings across Newcastle and the Central Coast along with providing Relief Management

services if and when necessary.Your role:Conduct thorough inspections of common areas,

setting the bar high for safety and compliance standards.Crafting detailed reports and

highlighting case developments, turning data into stories that drive decision-makingSupervise

service providers with a keen eye, guaranteeing excellence in every job.Provide updates and

make recommendations to the committeeReport to the Area Manager and provide feedback on

opportunities for improvement at each site you visitWho You Are:An adept and experienced

Building Manager with meticulous attention to detail and a knack for navigating unexpected

challenges.A connector at heart, skilled in nurturing genuine relationships.A consummate

professional who pairs approachability with professionalismSomeone who is flexible and can

adapt quickly to changes (as your site will change regularly)Someone who has their own

vehicleWhy Join PICA and BFMS?Celebrate life with benefits like an extra day off for your

birthday and wellbeing leave, plus great discounts.Grow continuously through our monthly
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training sessions led by external specialists.Thrive in a culture that thrives on diversity and

encourages you to be your authentic self.Enjoy a collaborative atmosphere, backed by a

network of Area Managers and Relief Managers, ensuring you have the support you need to

excel.Take the first step today and apply to join our dedicated team in making a real

difference!We look forward to potentially welcoming you to our team at The PICA Group

and BFMS, where your contributions will be celebrated and your career growth never stops.

Job function Building and Facilities Management #J-18808-Ljbffr
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